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RealTime, the national bi-monthly arts publication, is in Brisbane to create, in 
print and online, 3 special editions responding to MAAP99 and Asia Pacific 
Triennial exhibitions, performances, screenings, conferences, emerging themes 
and debates. Local writers will be joined by interstate writers following events 
onJine. Our first edition will focus on the major new media festival MAAP99 
(launched Friday September 3) the second on both MAAP and APT3 (one of 
Australia's most highly regarded visual arts events, launching Thursday September 
9) and the third mostly on APT3. We hope you enjoy our coverage and if you'd 
like to comment on our writers' reponses email us at sputnik@hutch.com.au 

Location location location 
Virginia Baxter 

MMP 99 Launch, Upper Stage, Queen Street 
Mall, Brisbane, September 3; 
Official Opening Double HappinLss 2_nations 
Global Arts Link, Ipswich, September 4; 
Artists Club @ The Zoo, Sunday September 5 

Driving through the Moorooka Magic Mile of 
Motors on our way to Global Arts Link at 
Ipswich for the launch of the Doubk Happiness 
2_ narions website, Beth Jackson (D irector, 
Griffith Artworks) is telling us how academic 

colleagues were surprised to sec her in the 
Queen Street Mall on Thursday night spruik
ing with Festival Director Kim Machan and 
Sein Chew (Macromedia Asia-Pacific), throw
ing T-shirts to the crowd and cracking jokes to 
officially open MMP99. What did one science 
fiction writer say to the other? The future's not 
what ic used to be. Real or virtual, places do 
things co you. 

Just lase week in Sydney I saw Komninos ac 
the Poets Festival calling in the hollows of the 
Balmain Town Hall for some new discussions 
of place chat have nothing to do with chc 
well-turned topic of landscape-places 
beyond addresses, places of the mind, of 

memory, states of being . Komninos calls him
sdf a cybcrpocc these days but for the open
ing of MMP99 , he's back on the street and 
literally a driven man, his programmed video 
poetry threatening sometimes co run him 

down . Images from his family album arc 

montaged , magnified and left open co the 

brisk Friday night Mall traffic . lntimacc word 
pictures of a childhood in Richmond and his 
grandmother 's undies , cosier onlinc, here die 
of exposure . More at home is his shout co 
exorcise chc 60s from chc collective imagina
tion , "The Beatles is dead ! DEAD "! 

As Komninos calls up the Richmond 
meetscapc. coloured words duck and weave 
across the scrcen-" Cars c.AAAAAAAAF5." 
Gail Priest thinks Sesame Street and Maryanne 
Lynch wonders if he knows that until the 60s a 
cramlinc ran through the Queen Street Mall 

and , indeed , through the very spot on which 

he's standing. Mc, I'm searching for a place in 

my memory bank for "international vinual pop 
scar" Diki conceived in Japan, now living in 
Korea. Gail says "Imagine if you could do any
thing you wanted with technology and your 
fantasy was chat!" A pale, gawky teenage girl in 
big black bloomers dancing on lolly legs per
ilously dose to the edge of some pier. The dip 

MAAP www.maap.org.au/ 
Asia Pacific Triennial www.apt3 .net 

RealTime www.rtimearts.com/-opencity/ 
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is incercut with vision of the remarkably Diki
like male (?) anist weaving his spell in some 
late-night media lab. Weird city. 

Ar the Valley Comer Restaurant the new CIStes 
good-shallot pancakes and deep-fried broccoli 
leaves with shredded sea scallops. On one side of 
the table a couple of web designers on laptops 
point with chopsticks ar their wares. Anisr 
Richard Grayson's projections have ronighr fuiled 
ro materialise on the walls of the Pcrfonning Aru 
Complex. He whispers ro us across the aispy 
Bounder whac the building should be saying ro 
drivers crossing the Viaoria Bridge. It sounds like 
" lowly you arc coming closer ro the speed of 
sound". 

For now, websites arc still launched by a gather
ing of people in one place. Ar Global Aru Unk 
in Ipswich for the opening of Doubk Happiness 
2_narions we arc doubly welcomed by Aboriginal 
dancers in body paint playing with fire and pale 
Chinese dancers in pink panrsuics waving f.ms. 
The mayor oflpswich speaks warmly of technol
ogy while the head of the Australia-China 
Friendship Society gestures in the direction of the 
IMAC console and declares the sire "launched or 
. .. open" Director Louise Denoon shows us 
through the space opened in May this year for a 
sneak preview of The Road u, Clxrbourg, a 
remarkable exhibition of paintings by 
Quccnslander Vincent Scrico about mission life 
and life beyond the mission. Global's vision 
("Linking people to place ch.rough the visual ans, 
social history and new technology") maps Global 
as a kind of fururc place and again, not the fururc 
we expected. The heritage Ipswich Town Hall 
provides the framework for the multiple spaces 
within ir. This is a comfortable place, its spaces 
adaptable. Near Vincent Scrico's painted didgcri
doos, Louise points to a hole in the Boor and the 
space below ir 10 rake cabling as required. The 
ground Boor imcractives offer individual spoken 
memories of this place--"Talk the talk, nor the 
ccchnologf says curacor Frank Chalmers. 
Upstairs a subrantial space is allocaced for chil
dren ro painr with computers and draw with 
pencils. 

Afccr a weekend of screenings, our bodies spin
ning with V1Sions, we dive back into the Valley. 
Sunday night at the Anisrs Oub@The Zoo f.d 
Kuepper unleashes a mean version of"Fever" and 
is joined for "The Way I Make You Fed" by 
Jimmy Little who these days has moved from 
"Royal Telephone" to "Quasimodo's Dream". For 
his encore, "Cottonfields", a didgcridoo player 
springs out of nowhere and plays up a stonn. 

MMP99 may be a festival to experience online 
but there's still a lot t0 be said for being here on 
the ground. 

Missile WebSite Launch 

Each day through September MMP is launch
ing a wcbsicc. Already there arc a number of 
impressive sites ro visit although some patience 

is required - give yourself ample time to down
load Shockwavc 7.0 to view Doubk Happinm, 
or to find a non-Mac machine (and download 
VRML 2.0 Viewer) ro get ar the intruiguing 
virtual architcaurc site ~Fab. Rcal1imc writ
ers from Melbourne, Perth and Adelaide have 
responded by email to the sites as they've been 
launched. Go direct to 
http://www.maap.org.au/maap99/missilc99/ 
missindcx.html 

Missile: CONTACT 
Grisha Dolgopolov 

CONTACT Unstabk Fie/dJ of Power is a bril
liant piece of cross-cultural melange. Four 
artists from Bandung (Indonesia) and four 
from Penh collaborated on a projccr that is 
both an experimental anises' exchange, con
ducted onlinc, and an exhibition of new media 
works. Rick Yenney sets the tone and scares 
luddirc internet users with laptop mdtdown as 
his screen interface goes crazy. 

The Indonesian anisrs arc really mong on 
image, composition and colour in more tradi
tional works adapted for exhibition on the web. 
Their artworks arc bulging with meaning and 
narrative and arc replete with theatrical grotes
qucrie that is finding cxplic1cly modern forms. 
Rikrik Kusmara presents four compelling 
wooden sculptural installations that have a 
forceful sense of space and colour. Oiyato's dra
matic works arc visually amazing-although 
they could make better viewing in the canvas. 
The web hoses these anises' usual projccrs and 
biogs, but where arc their onlinc works? 

Now 1f you arc nor a net-fool like me you will 
get through to the onlinc works straight away 
rather than thinking chat the Indonesians were 
given a raw deal. When you do, you will find 
chat there arc some intriguing experimentations 
chat betray a wicked sense of humour. Oiyato's 
little film is an allegoric transformation by fire. 
While W. Christiawan gees right into funny 
animal noises, his "postcards from the edge" 
and "throwing hopes" arc intense evocations of 
how contemporary Indonesia political life per
vades the everyday. These arc srrong, simple 
applications of the web to represent personal 
experiences. 

Krisna Murti appropriates and responds to the 
new social stimuli in a more engaged way. She 
says chat "in the last one decade, Indonesian 
TV's commercial advertisements have radically 
pushed a social change, breaking the ethic 
value." The lack of warning and the pervasive
ness of tampons ads on Indonesia TV prompt
ed Murti to respond with a provocative anti-ad 
where she re-interprets a tampon commercial 
in order ro show how the tampon can be used 
for ocher domestic applications. he also pres
ents an interactive with useful in tructions for 
transforming the tampon into a teabag or a 
cold compress for use by men to cool t! cir 
brains. 

In fact there was a fair bit of humour in this 
exhibition, particularly from the female 
anists. This seems to be something of a pre
vailing trend in Perth. Amanda Alderson 
presents a remarkably accurate anthropologi
cal study in game formar of going our on a 
Saturday night south of the river in Penh 
with the scuuy males that inhabit the region. 
This interactive and associated artwork spill 
out of the ubiquitous and terrifying symbols 
of suburbia-the big green Neighborhood 
Warch rubbish bins. 

The adventure scans from the invite on the 
mobile on Saturday ahcrnoon and goes 
through all rhe painful rites of choice from 
brand of bloke to drinks, pick-up lines, cm , 
cloches, choice phrases and puke places chac 
can be had on the night. At every point there 
is a choice but the range of choices is h1lar1-
ously dispiriting. The selection of guys co go 
out with is big but believe me, after rhis 
nighr, you will never go out with dw type 
again. It is a cringingly correct reprcscntacion 
of the Saturday nighr party scene ,th 
superb sound byres to accompany c deci-
sions that you make. They capture the 
proudly nasal mono-syllabic bca of he 
Aussie bloke. I wcnr chrough the :al a 
couple of rimes ro try my lu · th ercnc 
guys. This is potently preci e contcm rary 
anthropology (she must be an insi er prin
klcd with colourful linguistic and cultural 
particularities of Pcrchlings. h's a d2SS1c! I 
was wondering whar the Indoncsuns made 
of this piece. 

The exhibition is a powerful venture ro new 
territory. It would have been good o sec C'\'ffl 

more cross-cultural experimcnm.i n a; ng the 
lines of Christiawan and Kathy Barbers collab
oration. We can only hope thar this proi:ram 
continues and develops in the future. Exciting 
stuff. 

The artists arc: Krisna Muni, Rikrik Kusmara 
and W. Christiawan of Bandung, lndonem 
and Kathy Barber, Matthew Hunt , Amanda 
Alderson and Rick Vcrmey of Perch. 

wwu.tmrrin.td11.au/currinltkptlartl!TBXI 

Twists of Fate 
Linda Carro/i 
Strange Storus 
Queensland An Gallery Theatre 
September 5, MMP 

In this program of video works screened under 
the ticlc Strange Stones, curator Kim Machan 
presented 7 works which twisted and rurncd 
through narrative style and form. As lapses in 
linear storytelling, these events had their own 
momentum. 

Young-hac Chang's anecdotal piece Tht 
Samsung Project rdays her story as black rexr on 
a red background. A busy soundtrack provides 
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a rapid pace. After learning chac the name of a 
domescic appliance manuf.icturer, Samsung. 
means 'co come', the narracor proceeds co 
undcmand 'how co come with Samsung'. Her 
search for sexual sacisf.iccion and orgasm culmi
nates while she's washing the dishes. She finally 
learns 'co come with Samsung' in an ccscacic 
and comic coupling with technology. 

In the second pare, Sam.rung on the Stock 
Marktt, a naked man scands side on co a clock. 
As cimc cicks away, his penis vacillaces between 
erccc and flacid. Perhaps the performance anxi
ety 1s cau ing uncertain fluccuanons in the 
markcc: ic's noc quicc bullish! 

In a search of a different (ycc similar) kind, 
Julainnc Summich is looking for happiness. 
Where docs one begin? Julainnc Summich's 
Happinm is a hcccic moncagc of images and 
sound which arc difficulc co read. The flashing 
of3D rendering, media foocagc and sound and 
bacccria colonies seem like chaotic visions, 
charcing a fragmenced technological/corporeal 
cerricory. ls happiness co be found within these 
scenes, reordered through some kind of revda
tion? 

Joyce Campbell's Bloom and Margarcc Dodd's 
Alim Eye series cake us into the everyday, per
haps to glimpse it anew as vircual vista. 
Through time-lapse photography, Campbell 
traces the growth of bacccrial culture. These 
documentary pieces silently and gradually 
unfurl as unlikdy and ddicarc flora. 
Apparently, the arcist suggested the works be 
used as 'punccuacion' in screening programs. It 
has already been shown in 1V commercial 
breaks. These studies of rural South Australia 
focus on sires such as a jetty and a gorge. From 
aerial views, the camera moves inco each sire, 
exposing details, layering and transforming 
each scene. 

In the 30 animated environment of Peter 
Hennessey's Cabk - lnrravmous, a nanotechnol
ogy drifts through the body, methodically and 
ambivalently laying cables. This work seems to 
be an cxtracced movement from what might 
well be an endless cask. In this corporeal space 
which pulses red perhaps the 'wcrwarc' is being 
prepared for conncccivicy; perhaps the lines arc 
open for communication. 

Q3 is Feng Mcngbo's second digital video art

work and is based on the recently released 
Quake Ill, heralded as the most popular and 
mosc violent 30 video game in the world. 
The video cracks the game's flickering rapid
firc and rcaliscic action. There's something 
abouc chesc games and chc constant forward 
motion. With every gunblasr and spray of 
blood in chis bacclc between hEAVEN and 
hELL. my hcarc bcacs a little harder. In an 
onlinc news broadcast, Mcngbo is war corre
spondent interviewing a killing machine. The 
fighc is for freedom and hEAVEN and hELL 
arc excuses. 

The final work screened was David Cox's 
'cultish' sci-Ii short Other Zone, featuring 
another battle between the forces of resistance 
and domination. In a plan co destroy the satd
litc network encircling the earth, rcstriccing 
information and communicacion, a woman 
uses the 'other zone', a virtual third dimension, 
ro entreat her daughter to realise the plan after 
her death. Once again 'information wants to be 
free'. 

Indeed these arc Strange Stories and through 
them I detccced a subset of ideas addressing the 
twitching circuit of flows bcrween oursdves, 
technology, information and power. As depar
tures from cinematic narrative convention, 
these works invite us into their internal logic 
and encourage us co experience and read chem 
as images or objcccs of visual culture. 

Continental drift 
Peter Anderson 
lmagitud Spaces, Surcndran Nair and Rckha 
Rodwittiya,· Mu Ca,ucwUStuss Raising 
furcises, Luke Roberts 
September 4 - October IO 
Noosa Regional Gallery, Sunshine Coast 
APT3 Satellite Event 

During the I 996 Asia Pacific Triennial, I found 
mysdf constantly drawn co the inscallation by 
Brisbane-based arcist Luke Roberts. Of all the 
arcists exhibiting at chat APT, he was the m0st 
funilar co me, the lease exotic. Yet his work 
seemed co present one of the most potent chal
lenges co a simple reading of the Asia-Pacific 
region, and to any notion that art might pro
vide a route to a simple cultural truth. In a 
way, in presenting the foyer of the consulate of 
the lost continent of Mu, Robert's inscalla
tion-whcre even the most authent.ic object 
would be unable to be given a straight read
ing-was pushing the exotic to its ultimate 
boundaries. 

I was reminded of this earlier work, and its role 
in raising questions concerning the politics of 
'the exotic'--or rather, the 'policies of exotifica
cion'--on seeing the juxtaposition of a new 
exhibition by Roberts, and Imagined Spaces, by 
visiting Indian arcists Surendran Nair and 
Rckha Rodwitciya at the Noosa Regional 
Gallery. As Queensland Art Gallery curator 
Ttm Mord! pointed out in his opening 
remarks, here we have a pair of exhibitions 
each representing a great continent, each with a 
long history of culture. The conncccion for me 
is that the exotica of Robert's Mu Consciousnts.s 
RaiJing F.xerrises 020999-120999: Sun 
Worship!Blintkd by 1ht Light is there for the 
plundering. In face, co f.iil to use the word 
'exotic' in rdation to his latest exhibition (even 
ironically) is to somehow miss the point. 

In contrast, to use the word "exouc· in rdation 
to the work of either Surendran Nair or Rckha 
Rodwittiya opens up the possibility of a 
into difficult and politically fraught territory. 

And yet, there are moments when just such a 
term might wdl be appropriate. I'm thinking 
here of a number of the works by Surcndran 

air that prescnc us with strangdy combined 
figures: a man who seems to be attached to the 
tail of a shark places his hand in a wound in 
the shark's side; a man grows out of the back of 
a horse. One could describe these as exoc1c 
combinations, but there is also the possibility 
chat underlying each image is a more simple 
reading. 

Ocarly, it is nor possible co explore this work 
without some reference co its cultural origins, 
and yet to read it simply in those terms runs 
the risk of missing the point. As oosa 
Regional Gallery director Kevin WJson, points 
out in his inuoduccory catalogue essay, on one 
levd both artists "critically mine the traditions 
of Indian painting and Indian history, and on 
another levd they explore wider issues of gen
der politics and the policies of representation.• 
For me, these wider concerns seemed to emerge 
more clearly in work of Rckha Rodwittiya 
whose focus is on matters of gender and idcnu
ty, with obvious stylistic points of deparcurc in 
the Indian miniature tradition. 

Interestingly, both exhibitions were the result of 
Noosa's ongoing arcist in residency program. and 
given this context l found myself looking for 
signs of the local-for momencs when three 
months working in the Noosa environment 
might have left its mark. While I thought I 
could detccc some "Noosaish" moments in Luke 
Robert's exhibition (the result of a 6 week resi
dency), for some reason I did not think I could 
find them in the work of either Rdcha 
Rodwitciya or Surcndran Nair. That left me 
wondering-particularly in light of the way so 
many recent Australian projcccs have seemed to 
revolve around a 'response' co i\sian encou.ntcrs.' 

Missile: Pref ab 
Alex Hutch inson 

The Piech: PrtFab proposes co "compare, and 
possibly contrast, the digital architectural prac
tices currently being devdopcd by Australian 
artists and archiccccs with those of their Asian 
peers [with a number of both parties referenc
ing modernist greats or traditional temples 
.Ed] ... PrtFab explores the pleasures and poten
tialities of the 'digital suburbs' burgeoning in 
the phocon-srrcam. PrtFab invites you co 
explore the heterogeneous VRML homes of 
artists, architcccs and multimedia designers.• 

Exterior: Overhead/Blind links. Hideous, flat, 
green hoc-link infested housing commission 
backdrop with distressing emphasis on Mt 
Waverley. Mini-20 representations ofbuald
ings/homcs/installations/cnvironmencs. 
Designed co imitate a road map of sons, it 
looks more like a pie-floater. 

Interior/First Floor. Oose-up zoom of hideous, 
green backdrop. Various architectural features 
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rising up out of the soup. A text overlay tracks 
your cursor's movement around the screen, pre
senting name of arcisr/fearure. 

Dress Code: VRML 2.0 Viewer (downloadable 
from site). 

Second Aoor/Rooms 1-x: Several dozen indi
vidual sites from a variety of perspectives. 
Houses, apartment buildin~, galleries and 
unnamed structures are all presented in small 
30 environments which you can navigate with 
VRML 2.0. The viewer is able to conduct a 
virtual 'Ry-by' of the site, moving inside and 
outside of the scrucrure. Several have 'go -<o' 
bunons which make the whole process a little 
smoother, and some have ambient 
sound/music or backgrounds. 

The 30 work finds a manageable line between 
detail and functionality. The sites arc solid and 
well rendered, even if (most) lack complex tex
turing or lighting/shading. They arc succc.ssful 
because even if the actual models are a rouch 
basic, they do recreate the sense of space which 
the structures arc ancmpring. Some arc huge, 
open plans, others are confined, venical spaces. 
Best of all they don't take an age to download. 
In f.i.ct, you can jump from one site to another 
quite painlessly and exploring each is enough 
to allow you to succc.ssfully follow the site's 
proposed brief of comparing the work of differ
ent Australian/ Asian artists/ archi teccs. 

Foundation: A great little site with a functional 
f.i.cadc and compelling. varied interiors. 
Understandably the user doesn't want to be 
dicking through a thousand windows or avoid
ing an ocean of custom Java script, but surely 
SOMETHING could have been done to chat 
gateway. Even a black background would have 
been preferable (and perhaps more appropriate) 
for exhibiting the sites. Or maybe jusc a less 
virulent green. 

Srill under construcrion, PrrF11b seems destined 
to be an invaluable primary resource for archi
tectslarciscs of the appropriate bent (and fuci
nating even for the casual visitor). If you're sick 
of the bland, brand name virtual tours on the 
net then a few quick clicks of your mouse will 
uncover some truly fucinating virtual spaces to 
explore. 

There'll be another response to PrrFab in a 
fucurc Rcal1ime/MAAP/APT3 edition. Prrfab: 
lnvi.Jibk Cities and Photon Palaces, Shiralee Saul 
and Helen Scuckey. 

alph11/ink.com.1111l-sp11mJitelp~fab 

Gritty, itchy and touchable 
Grisha Dolgopolov 
Annno,u 
Art Gallery Lecture Theatre, 
September 5, MMP 

Annnone is a collection of 14 short digital 

video and animation works recently produced 
by Australian arriscs, curated by Imago and 
originally screened at FTI. These are no 
TropFest gag flicks but an interconnected series 
of experimental works that seek to explore the 
possibilities of a variety of mediums under digi
tal transformation. The digital diversion is 
combined with traditional methods of video 
arc, 3D animation, music clips and AV
essayism. The alterations enhance the originals 
while preserving their mutation. The works arc 
rendered by a pervasive texture of pulsing 
chiaroscuro, fragmentation, f.i.sc darkness and 
decay. This tcxturcdness is the most striking 
element common to all the works. Unlike 
much recent digital arc that can alienate with 
its sweeping surfaces and impossibly lush wall
papering. these works arc griny, itchy and 
touchable. 

This is the "second wave· of digital image mak
ing that has tilled the surface and re-sown the 
loam. Video becomes a claggy scrapbook of 
memories. A glimpse of ideas, bits, bytes and 
hints. Recycled carbon from the photocopy 
bin. The flanened dynamic range, while annoy
ing with some dull soundscapes, allows for a 
collation of consciousness and a stream of 
materiality in the visual text. Hence the tide, 
Anemon~c windflower of the sea gathers 
sustenance from the currents chat ebb over its 
domain. The curators, Cam Merton and Rick 
Mason, compare the anemone with modern 
image-makers who are inundated with a sea of 
information, but who pick and choose from 
chis galaxy of possibilities in an anempt to pro
duce something new before rdaunching it back 
into the miasma. These works distinguish 
thcmsclves by virulent combinations of the 
trauma of chin~ past. Difference is transmuted 
into convergence. But unlike other new media 
shows with their radiant future gleam, the 
Anemone works arc generally bleak and mysti
cal, driven by fragmentation and a palpable 
sense of decay. 

Vikki Wilson's darkly mesmeric Marrh-Riever 
draws on &owulf to forage into the shadows 
of monsters on the boundaries of time. She 
rebuilds the narrative through shreds and scur
rying repetitions. Likewise Kim McGlynn's 
Eulogy, Justine Cooper's Rttpt and Vicky Smith's 
Rash arc in different modes corporeal shards 
and spirals that interrogate the body's memory 
and offer distoned, subjective and painful 
rcconstrucrions. From the disturbed pi.xilarion 
of white noise come recognisable images and 
personalised ghosts. In Dominic Redfern's 
Pk11Se ~it Ha? we disappear into the private 
pixds of daytime TV. The ascent into the void 
of drifting colours is so laconic, so opposed to 
video's temporal thrust chat the screen trans
forms into a cosy fireplace before tilting back 
into the beguiling pulse of daytime channd 
surfing. As the image speed increases, move
ment decreases to patchwork quiescence in the 
alluring Rhythmus 99. Sam Landds' ci~pc 
animation essay. While in Marcus Canning's 

S11mpb11pschi.Jm movement flows and washes 
through the surveillance static. Paul Capom's 
Digital Dt:cl1) degrades through feedback repro
cessing the once recognisable body in a box. 
The junkyard appropriations of the remote sur
veillance probe draw on the duncr of private 
eye traces in the uncanny animation world of 
Peter Circuitt's Post. Drome toys with genetic 
transmogrification in the winy LUMPCD: 
Museum of Fili/um. While George Srajsic in 
~ary Sons of Freud conjures a sequence of sex
ually charged images hiding within the fur of 
teddies and bears. The sharp Cheap Blomk by 
Janet Mcrcweather is a cascading word 
rearrangement of a famous filmmakcr's twdve 
poignant words, 'cinema is the history of men 
filming women' against a disquietingly lurid 
Norsca-blondc foreground. Against chis video 
grain slithers Andree Grccnwdl's sumptuous 
Medusakad Confessions of 11 Decapitated 
Soprano, a beautiful opera clip with striking 30 
animation and a potent sound text. 

Anemone is a challenging experience. It is a vig
orous appropriation of past images fertilised by 
the prevailing winds. 

www.imago.com.au/11nemone 

Son et lumlere numerlque 
Richard Wilding 
D.art 99, Queensland State Library, 
September 4, MMP ; 
The Malaysian Vuleo Awards 
Queensland Art Gallery, 
September 5, MMP 
hap://www.ozemail.eom.au/ ~siruite 
hap:// www.mva.com.my 

D.11rt 99 was presented by Sydney-based dLux 
media arcs as "Auscralia's premier annual show
case of inter/national experimental digital film, 
digital video, computer animation and CD
ROM arc." Increasingly much video and film 
work is digitally processed in some form 
whether it be the addition of visual effects non
linear editing. Digital video technologies arc 
very much part of the mainstream industry and 
form a large part of our everyday media diet. 
Given such ubiquity of digital technologies the 
challenge to be experimental perhaps means 
something different now.than at the beginning 
of the decade when the technologies themselves 
seemed wondrous strange. 

The D.11rt program did not include the CD
ROM component of the original Sydney exhi
bition and consisted mostly of Australian video 
arcisrs with entries from the USA, Canada and 
Brazil. Many of the works were montages of 
manipulated and animated images with repeti
tive visual and sonic rhythms. Peter Callas is a 
veteran of chis style and his work lost in 
Translation benefited from two decades of expe
rience in video and computer animation cou
pled with access to high-end graphics worksta
tions. By sampling and animating historical 
cartographic drawings and illuscracions Callas 
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sought co reinvent the imagery of colonial 
South America. Callas' polished sryle was 
instantly accessible without appearing coo tech
nically diched and for me was one of the high 
points of the screening. 

The technique of visual sampling used by 
Callas was fundamental co many of the works. 
Tina Gonsalves in Swtlling used mirrored 
anatomical photographs co create an evolving 
montage of shapes giving rise co unsettling 
insect-like Rorschach pactcrns and incorporated 
bodily noises as a soundtrack. lnfinit1#k by 
Mic Gruchy builc pactems from the spatial rep
etition of cdevisual dements ovcrlaycd with 
acid-sryle filters and famous textual cxcccpts 
from writings on paradoxes by Zeno and 
Good. Michada French's Flux blended film 
and Phocoshoppcd engineering diagrams in a 
style that owed much co Perce Greenaway, and 
in Theatres of Anatomy James McGrath mapped 
18th century anatomical lithographs onto 30 
animations. 

Representational works often used more tradi
tional filmic techniques such as compositing, 
seen in the fading and transforming landscapes 
of Si jamais la mtr by lsabdle Hayeur. The 
prize for the most simple and quirky work 
must go co Aleksci Wrobd Abib whose split 
screen technique in Wonder Brazil managed co 
inject some humour into an otherwise very 
serious program. 

Unforrunacdy, the more non-representational 
works tended to lack images char were remark
able or engaging for the viewer. Elnntnts in 
Transformation #2 by Ying Tan sounded good 
in the program noces bur seemed coo much of 
a New Age pacifier co make an impact. 
Similarly, Richard Sandoval's tht midwzl am
/acts of communication failed to communicate 
visually (though perhaps this was the point) 
and I found I was drawn more co the tantalis
ingly fleeting dements of voice and broadcast 
artcf.icts in the sound design rather than the 
amorphous clouds on screen. Is this part of a 
genccal problem of engagement with abstract 
digital art, perhaps because so much of it can 
be read as just technical exercise? le was ecru.in
ly difficult co sec much enthusiasm in the small 
audience ac the Stace Library. A pity since ic is 
precisely the non-rcprcscncacional possibilities 
afforded by digital technologies that seem co 
promise so much. 

Some of the D.an works sought co dicic emo
tional responses from the audience. In the case 
of French's personal narrative of grief after a 
lover's death in a car crash ic was pathos. In the 
case of Emil Novaks' Flutttr ic was rather cheap 
shock tactics with simulated scenes of sdf-muti
lation and dose-ups of caxidccmy work. Even so. 
Novaks' images continued co resonate after the 
screening and formed the basis for some debate. 
In both these works ic wasn't the digital technol
ogy bur the choice of content and visual narra
tive that seemed to mactcr. 

Sound design was an imponant (but perhaps 
undervalued) demenc given the abstract 
nature of many works. Audio sampling and 
repetition seemed co emphasise similar visual 
techniques. Music from cechno to classical 
was prevalent and much of the mood and 
rhythm of works rdied heavily on the choice 
of soundtrack. I saw many of the pieces as 
evocative collaboracions between video and 
sound artists both working in the digital 
domain in order co engage the senses bur 
there was little emphasis on this in the pro
gram notes provided by dlux. 

Perhaps the strength of the D.art 99 showcase 
was the juxtaposition of different pccspccrivcs 
on, and uses of, digital processes. For some the 
technology is a subject and method in itself 
while for others it becomes another way of 
constructing narrative or anti-narrative. Peter 
Callas' work remains for me the mosc satisfying 
of the sdcccion because he manages to mix 
form and content in ways chat enrich both. 

Sunday's screening of the Malaysian Video 
Awards offered many comparisons with and 
contrasts to the D.an session. Like D.art all 
were presented as "experimental" works but 
varied markedly in production values. 
Categories included Best Experimental Video 
(Amateur and Professional) and Best 
Experimental Animation (Amateur). 

Darlt Monologues by A Abraham was a lo-fi 
moody piece of existential teen angn edited in 
camera. Though obviously produced on a 
pocket money budget its strengths were the use 
of camera angles and ambient urban 
noise/music to heighten mood. At the ocher 
end of the production scale was a 30 anima
tion piece Live Concert by Juhaidah which was 
a clever pastiche of American pop video tech
niques starring a bucterfly and cockroach 
karaoke duo miming to a Mariah Carey/ 
Whimcy Houston hit. 

Works carrying sociaJ messages or commen
tary included Kamil Fazrin's No Fishing 
addressing the problem of smoking among 
young people., and Lift is just Liltt Living in 
Ont Big Box, Leo Choe Yin and Shafina Bt 
Ahmad's comment on living in urban con
tainment. Fazrin's work, though classed as 
"amateur". showed the strong influence of 
1V commercial techniques, perhaps more so 
than the two professional works which closed 
che session. An animated work, /RC by Ng 
Jin Chong, was concerned with the problems 
of identity on the internet, and the final pro
fessional piece; Ecstasy was a 30 second com
mercial by Alex Tan and Lam Waai Cheong 
on the dangers of the drug. 

The session was short-around 25 minutes. I 
fdt most of the pieces were effective bur offered 
only tantalising glimpses into their respective 
subjcccs. I was left wanting a little more atvd 
opment of themes. I suspect the strong com-

mcrcial media influence on many of the works 
tended to encourage a sound-byte style of 
ddivcry. 

This raises the question of whether much work 
in experimental video in Malaysia is acrually 
produced independently of the mainstream 
commercial industry or whether most artiscs 
necessarily work in and around it for economic 
reasons. In contrast, D.art 99 seemed co consist 
mainly of artists working in academic institu
tions or in receipt of government grants. Of 
course, many innovative video artists in 
Australia and the USA also work in the com
mercial sector. Perhaps we perceive "experimen
tal" as something rarified and/or institutional, a 
technical excursus into the unknown and, ulci
matdy, unmarketable? Or do we perceive 
'innovation' as something more instinctual, 
accessible and profitable? Personally, I would 
wdcome more work chat managed to cross the 
institutional/commercial divide. Bue perhaps 
singing cockroaches might look out of place on 
the next gnnc application. 

Mlsslle: Double Happiness 
Jason Sweeney 

A document, a sire. proof of a youth cultural 
exchange between Xi'an (China)/Ipswich 
(Australia). Date source: April - July 99. 
Produced by Global Arts Link (an Ipswich City 
Council initiative) and Arterial(.org.au). Based 
on workshops and net exchanges bctwccn stu

dents at the Xi'an Translators College in 
China's Shaanxi province and a group of young 
people from Ipswich. Douhk Happinm wd
comes you with a tapping (documented) 
looped chat room conversation, like getting to 
know characters in a film, the strange familiari
ty derived by online names ... and from here 
things begin to open up. This is website as 
workspace. A collcccion and an archive. Source 
material: real time chat, images, cu-sceme pies, 
emails ... culminating in a (Shockwavc/Flash 
full) sire facilitated and designed by artists and 
teachers (most of whom coordinated the work
shops and exchanges of the project). Source 
material: Ipswich young people, activdy work
ing in web environments (many having 
designed their own pages-no links co them 
unfonunacdy) and in the P.romotion of recon
ciliation bctwccn Indigenous and non-indige
nous Australians. Personality profiles available. 
Source material: Xi'an students, who under
took a 12 week workshop in all areas of tech
nology and the internee. Aged 16-22. Group 
shot available. The constant charrer of char. A 
(taken-for-granted) technology of exchange. 
T ransglobal interactions, positive. Friends 
made. Results. And then the design. The play
ful pan. A colour code/map. Six options. 
Green: 'opens up' (via a game technique) the 
statements of young people from the project. 
Nice one. Purple: a 'complete the Chinglish' 
(more games) exercise, docs some crazy Sak of 
tht untury biceps and buzzes when you deci
pher a 'yes or no' /'tick or cross' answer co a 'fill 
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in the blank' curiously named 'Chinglish' pu.z.
zlc. Better to sec that one for yourself. Yellow: 
an odd 'OK Mouths Farts Symphony' which is 
a pretty funny random dick and score a musi
cal fart sequence (!) to simultaneously reveal 
more statements taken from chat and emails. 
Red: or "What do you want?" which Boats 
some bubbles, inside a cascade of planes, com
puters, handshakes, symbols to reckon with. 
Oick harder. Forward. Orange: a scrabble 
board of possibilities, possible questions, global 
issues, flash-up statements, it's political (sig
nalling issues like the bombing of the Chinese 
Embassy in Yugoslavia, remembering 
liannamcn Square ... ), it's oflanguagc, fear, a 
culture in the dark, hiding and confronting an 
uncertain futurc. .. click on spurting hcarrs and 
pulsating brains, hear the incessant drum 
pounding statements onto your screen. It's 
there. Blue: a wclJ of tears, in descent, sadness, 
thought bubbles, a more solemn game called 
'Let it all out.' Go back, home.hem. Still the 
chatter of char. The thing about Doubk 
Happiness is that it doesn't let up. Totally evokes 
the commitment to this great project. It's also a 
functional, friendly site which is kinda refresh
ing in an overly gimmick-laden world of web. 
Made me happy. Spent an hour there. Got to 
the source. Went and checked my email. 
Nothing there. 

www.happy.arterial.org.au 

Framing memory 
Maryanne Lynch 
Sick and Dizzy 
State Library Thcauene 
September 4, MAAP 

ls memory playing me ~se? I have been trying 
to recall a line from a film and it has become 
linked to a summertime scene where I am 
watching myself writing the very same line in 
a small leather-covered book. But perhaps it's 
not that line I am writing. For it to be the line 
fits nicely with my rcconscrucrion of myself as 
more knowing than I was at the age when I 
wrote in such a book (the film being seriously 
esoteric) and links evenrs that took place possi
bly months, even years, apart. 

This struggle to remember brings to mind rwo 
quotations that meant a lot to me as a younger 
self. and that I may also, and more probably, 
have inscribed in my book. One is about the 
past being another country. The other, from a 
hard-boiled East German work I think, refuses 
this ~ibiliry and emphatically stares that the 
past isn't even gone. We just pretend that it has. 

I want to recall where I first read these lines, 
and why they touched my younger self as they 
did, and yet I can't do more than embellish the 
memory. This worries me because the two 
observations arc quite different in orientation, 
and I chink who is saying what is important. 
After all, if memory sc.rvcs me correctly, one of 
the speakers rumed our co be a spy and the 

other's sympathies shouldn't be ignored either. 
It seems to me that co know which is which is 
crucial to determining my own past. These 
writers arc asking a question. In turn I ask male 
or female; East or Wcsr; mythmaker or liar? 
These categories arc too simple, I know, but 
why can I not retrieve a chronology of my self? 
Or, what am I forgetting? 

Sick and Dizzy asks this question too, with a 
wider interrogative scope. A program of film 
and video art from the collections of Griffith 
Artworks, Brisbane, and Videotage, Hong 
Kong. co-curated by Beth Jackson and Fion 
Ng. Siclt and Dizzy is a study of memory. 
Cultural memory. Historical memory. 
Collective memory. More accuratdy, amnesia. 

This project-remembering our forgetting-is 
most evident in Peter Callas' Nighti High Noon; 
An Anti-Te"ain (I 988) and Rita Hui Nga 
Shu's lnvisibk City (Wall) (I 998), which engage 
with the post colonial sensibilities of. rcspec
tivdy, Australia and Hong Kong. These works 
arc formally sophisticated, and it is in this use 
of digital and video ccchniqucs-mc layered 
mutating 'Auscraliana' imagery of Callas and 
the multiple narrative devices of Shu-that the 
artists' critical intention is shown. 

Shu, for instance, scriprs a Cantoncsc
Mandarin conversation in which two men in 
voiceover arc trying to agree on a 'shared' 
memory as wc stare at an image of a brick wall 
without end. Overlaid on this wall arc what 
seems, at first glance, to be casually domestic 
scenes in mini frames. Yet, as the conversation 
continues, these scenes turn violent, or repeat 
thernsdvcs, or dribble away into irresolution. 
Finally the conversation irsdf peters out: the 
speakers arc undecided. What is forgotten and 
recalled, what is and isn't important, and what 
the point was in the first place. The wall is the 
only thing that remains impermeable. 

While I seem to remember that failing empires 
frame the question I am scruggling co locate, 
these colonies on the make arc, Callas and Shu 
suggest, not asking anything. Instead, forget
ting is a social act prctcied up with cultural 
artefacts or bricked over by the state. 

This position is ironically restated by Hung 
Kcung's I love My Country's Slty (1997). Sec 
to the repeated melody of a cheerily pat.riotic 
folksong. an array of individuals kiss chin air. 
And again, and again. As audience, we arc 
trapped in what becomes the incongruity of 
chis simple sequence. Choreographed intima
cy grapples with forced gaiety. The fake emo
tion of the endless kisses finds a rhythm that 
fies with the tune and, in so doing, eventually 
interrupts it. 

The meditative air and waur I, a 1993 John 
Tonkin animation, moves us inco a different 
space but promprs a similar discomfort. • 
Tonkin intervenes by refusing an intervcn-

tion. The swell of the computer-rendered 
ocean presents an unchanging yet ever shift
ing landscape. There's no sure footing here; 
nor a skcrrick of dry land. We watch the 
waves, become transfixed, mcsmcriscd ... and 
find oursdves unable to act. What once was? 
Docs it matter? What's the point anyway? 

Sick and Dizzy suggcsrs there is a point. As an 
historical document, it stakes a claim for 
remembering. Some memories become obso
lete, it's true, as Ellen Pau's Recycling Cinnna 
(I 999) reminds us. Herc she presents an unwa
vering gaze at the constant passage of ghostly 
vehicles across a landscape split becwccn nature 
and culture. Yee, if we translate the artist's final, 
sentimental, paeon co love as a call for love in 
irs broadest sense, then wc read this ephemeral 
condition as reminding us of the value of what 
is most important-whether or not wc can 
hold on co it, and contrary to what is privi
leged. Between the road and the sea lies what 
was and what will be; outside of the history 
books. So, Pau's work escapes pessimism-as 
docs the program as a whole. 

The 20 works making up Side and Di=], 
despite their differences, coUcctivdy attempt to 
recoup the past even when showing the erasure 
of history. At the same time, these predomi
nantly video works remind us of the different 
ways in which wc make memories, and record 
ourselves, and how each form of remembering 
carries irs own amnesia. This point is reinforced 
by the scheduling of the highly digital D.an99 
programme immcdiatdy after: another forrn of 
remembering and forgetting. 

And lest wc forget: In a way the Sick and Dizzy 
works arc written down in their own small 
leather-covered books ... writtcn down as a 
reconstruction, always and inevitably after the 
&as. (Of this I'm certain, though nor of the 
facrs thcmsdves.) 

Mlsslle: Shanghai N.2 
Jason Sweeney 

A horrifying account of a ciry. Disturbing(ly), 
beautiful. Irony: it radiates from my screen. 
User: oursidc/r. Sighrs seen: commerce, reli
gion, prayer, culrurc/social ljfe, scx/slcaz.c, citi
zen, politik, food, poverty. Framed against 
Shanghai slcylinc. 1-68.htm images. My choice 
of image. A tour at my 'disgrcssion.' Like a 
touch screen (almost). To go here. And next. 
There. Each image, some broken links, a kind 
of prayer or chant To walk through, 
(un)knowing. And how did I acquire this privi
lege of choice? To enter this simple, degant 
image-album of a city. And (reading) language, 
defined, drawn upon and against the images. 
French, Chinese, English. Subtitles, transla
tions, parodies of speech and the written word. 
Many alcars, t.rade, coloured and overloaded. 
With meaning. Or the extract.ion of (irs) histo
ry. To trust the document. To bear wimcss co 
an investigation. A circular reference, the recur-
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ring picture, assemblance and juxtaposition. 
Against a glowing (white) background. Empey 
Fillcn landscapes, villages, houses in ruin. 
"Three generations of architecture" (52.hcm). 
A silent photo-file. Statements, too, of possible 
beginnings, endings, a hope (even lovers walk 
here), maybe faith, signs of friendship, icons in 
isolation, lictlc devils appear, unmoveable 
objcctS, they pose for the camera (what arc the 
symbols? which way to go? do I go on?). Scene: 
street market, the people of a ciry, there is life, 
daylight, a morning, immersed in it. Beyond, 
go further, in detail. Out of a dust-storm. A 
ciry in dest.ruction, layers of a new structure, a 
blanket over the past. Villages of poverty 
slammed against some kind offragmcnted 
future. "This whole ciry is a workshop" 
(28.hcm). Again, a document. Where to next? 
This is easy/hard to look at. The neon of 
Shanghai, yes, everywhere, in photo form 
(remember) and people, dark nights, crowds 
glued into a commodified system of progress. 
Not unfamiliar. Could tell you things. And 
questions: who tore this all apart and who arc 
the new builders? The reds, the lighcs, the 
ancient to the plastic reality of pop culture. 
Trade offs. "Fashion of evening life" (41.hcm). 
What prayer? Earth and heaven, in denial. 
Body to the ground. Concrete. The spectators 
gather, no room to breathe. It's about filling 
space. Moving between gaps. Taking a snap
shot. Ghosts and cries, remains of a former ciry. 
Here, now: bulldozers, construction sites, for
bidden (policed) -zones of the next 
stage ... Forthcoming ciry divisions and 'self
colonised' sectors, the seepages occur: " ... a con
tinuous influx of franscultural influence" 
(45.hcm). Franchised worlds. This investigation 
circles the ciry and rcporcs back fear. Loss, dde
cion, awaiting the upset, upheaval, transgres
sion. Replacement and renewal, removal. 68 
essays, clouded by grey dust, stirred founda
tions and missing persons. Returns to the start. 
Shanghai N.2 makes no claims yet screams the 
loudest. The photographer (seemingly) uniden
tified [Chen Zhen .Ed) but like a guide dock, 
(ac)counts (for) each step. 

http://www.shanghart.com/chenzhmll.htm 

Missile: Shanghai N.2 
Alex Hutchinson 

I. A presentation of the work of Chen Zhen, a 
contemporary photographer wooong in 
Shanghai, linked through ShanghART: The 
First Gallery for Contemporary Chinese Art in 
Shanghai. 
2. A series of 68 pages, accessible via a num
bered list running down the left margin or 
simply by dicking NEXT 67 times and seeing 
chem all in (presumably) their intended order. 
3. Each page is a photo or a collection of pho
tos arranged in squares. There is no text on the 
site at all, except for any text which is in (or 
on) the image itsd( 
4. A visual exploration of the changing face of 
Shanghai. Comparisons of the old Shanghai 

with the new is ever-present. Scenes of wreck
age running alongside rebuilding, running 
through scenes of modern Shanghai replete 
with Western convenience stores. 
5. The tide image and photo no. I: the ciry at a 
crossroads, image of several highways meeting 
set up the themes which then bounce between 
urban decay and urban renewal, bccwcen the 
ddcrly and infirm and dancers in dubs. 
6. Scarily, photos 7 and 8 are dead links. 
7. Occasionally effective concraru, such as no. 
25: a series of images based around red: icons, 
such as stalls sdling fire crackers and 
McOonalds, all running under the slogan 
"From 'Red Book' to 'Red City'." 
8. A seeming increase in photo density as the 
links progress, with more images being 
crammed into the same screen-size. dumps , of 
themed images, with a group of early morning 
market scenes, religious sections and more. 
9. Basic layout. Shanghai N.2will win no 
awards for web design, but it does effectively 
present the artist's work who (it must be 
remembered) is a photographer not an HTML 
programmer and who probably had no control 
over the site. It is interesting as a visual repre
sentation of a tumultuous period in a the life of 
a ciry. It is also an effective presentation of a 
Chinese artist's work and an interpretation of a 
ciry as home. The photos arc varied and the
matically linked. There is a lot here worth 
perusing. 
I 0. But: Why is chis an Internet site? What use 
of the technology does it make? We arc given 
linear links to flat photos with no interaction 
possible and no anempt made to exploit the 
strengths of the medium in which it is present
ed. An interesting photographic essay (if you 
knew what it was before you arrived: the 
MAAP link is blind) which, sadly. would prob
ably be bencr presented on the printed page. 
However, if you want to look inside the mind 
of a contemporary Chinese photographer, chis 
is the place to start. 

http://www.shanghart. comlchenzhenl J.htm 

Commence-Level 1 
Gail Priest 
Digital Degnes 
Student Film and Video Screenings, 
State Library Theatre 
September 4, MAAP 

I left high school in 1987 firm in the knowl
edge that it was too late for me to learn com
puters, I would have to scctlc to be part of the 
generation that had missed out on being let in 
on the binary secrets. A decade or so later I am 
ubillically connected to my G3 laptop and feel 
digitally competent; however I find mysdf sit
ting in the State Library Theatre watching a 
super slick 30 animac.ion, dcvdoping that 
same sinking sensation-again I having missed 
the next technological door. 

• 30 animation blows my mind. No, not just 
my mind, it seems to seep into my body, as if 

my cells arc expanding. I respond to the ren
dering of the achingly perfect surfaces, the 
super smooth, ultra new plastic; there arc no 
rough edges in these 30 worlds, nothing furry 
or fluffy. Perhaps it's the exaggerated gradients 
and moody shadows that heighten the perspec
tive, or the manipulation of my point of view, 
whirling through a dizzying 360, taking in all 
sides of an object simultaneously. 

One work that explored/exploited this was 
Ithaca by Peter Agas (RMIT 1998). In his fly
ing saucer journey through an imagined land
scape, Agas rcvds in the technology, every sur
face rendered in minute detail. Gliding over a 
craggy mountain, the rock surfaces arc reflected 
and distorted on the underside of the UFOs. 
The ships fly direcdy towards us and disappear, 
as if passing through us. The surf.ices gleam 
with hyper realiry, I am disappointed when I 
look down at my own flesh-it is too dull, it 
lacks luminosity. 

Recovering from my brief moment of spiritual 
fervour, I began to notice the storytdling 
trends emerging from the different schools. 
The majority of the RMIT works opted for 
linear narratives with a "baboom" gag ending. 
This was particularly strong in the hand-drawn 
works such as The Washing Machine an impres
sive work by Sophie Ramond (RMIT 1997)
a unicorn leaps out of a washing machine, 
stained by the leaking dye of red clothes and 
berates Santa for washing his suit in her jacuzzi. 

The work from Singapore also had a strong 
comic narrative focus. The unrided animation 
by Ivan Chua of the Tempasek Polytechnic in 
Singapore was in the style oflim Burton, por
traying a londy skdcton finding a best pal in a 
stray dog. The most beguiling was Awakening 
by Peck Lee Ann from the Ngec Ann 
Polytechnic in which a very dedicated alarm 
dock tries to wake ics master. After repeated 
anempcs, the owner throws the dock out the 
window and it comes back with its big alarm 
dock brothers to blast the sleeper away, only to 
be beaten by the insignificant beeps of a pager. 
The combination of 30 work and video 
removes the need to suspend disbelief-we 
honesdy believe in the alarm dock's reality. 

Although the comic narrative seemed to domi
nate, there were some other strong non-narra
tive works. Age 2 by Scon James Smith (UTS, 
Sydney 1999) for instance was an accom· 
plishcd design work involving images of a 2 
year old boy, segmented and manipulated in 
rime to an clectronica soundtrack, giving the 
effect of design as choreography. 

Conceptual narrative work featured strongly in 
the work from the University of Auckland. 
Rotun by Craig Gladding ( 1998) was a Money 
Pythonesque, or as the notes suggest Artaud
inspired stop animation collage featuring a 
series of vaudevillian accs meeting unrimdy 
ends. Geo-graphiti by Alexander Sutherland 
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(1998) was a formal invesr.igation using 
Premier and Media 100, blending video 
footage and archircaural sketches co cease our 
the texture and essence of place. The final work 
from Alexandra Monteith titled an far dummirs 
was stylish stop motion animation ro play with 
explanations of arr, using the premise of join 
the dots and clever rcxr manipulation along 
with a rather harried raw chicken. 

famous 

19aiPl~il'l9 
~ 
~ 

iP1et:allatieP1t 
19he te9l!'a.19h 

19etteE 1 

symbolism 
dial 0800 663777 
~ 

the scream 

a chicken 
was here 

(ccccrp< text from 11rt for dummin 
Alcnndr.i Montcich 1998) 

The suength of this piece lay in the perfect 
marriage bcrwccn the work's chosen medium, 
low-end typewriting. and its conceptual depth. 

I muse admit that by the end of the student 
works, I fdr a bit like Monteith's raw chicken. I 
had been pushed and prodded. I had been rake 
on 26 journeys, 26 different ways and shown 
nor only the many options in media, bur the 
process of finding the media co best express 
particular stylistic and needs. My panic ar 
being left behind with my parchment and quill 
had dulled co a low levd hum. Patiently I now 
await my entry co the next levd. 

Hong Kong-rebuilding on 
disappearance 
Grsiha Dolgopolov 
Self-Made Cinnnas 
rurator Jo Law 
State Library lneatrfflc 
September 4, MMP 

Hong Kong has nor disappeared. Ir has rebuilt. 
Ir has rebuilt on disappearance. Ir has replaced 
utility with images. Images arc now the utility. 
Images in frames and covered in layers that dis
appear in a layer of images compressed in 
frames. 

Self Matk Cinnnas is a one of these layers. Ir is a 
program of ren independent screen works from 
Hong-Kong curaced by Jo Law and currently 
touring Australia. These dynamic and diverse 
videos arc united by a common city rhythm and 
a fascination with HK's multiple layers of 

change. In her curator's notes, Law says that the 
acrual experience of a Hong Kong no longer 
rccogniscd by its inhabitants is disappearing. She 
claims that "visual images have lost their ability 
co represent. They have become mere mis-con
nected signs pointing co a mirage.~ 
Perhaps this is why these independent video 
makers try co capture the images of their city ro 
stop its disappearance. Bur these images arc nor 
archives, or documents. They arc highly person
alised video essays that present the vagaries of 
remembrance in different forms. In these Self 
Matkworks, HK is nor a mirage or a ghost bur 
a colourful, pulsing. busy shawl woven of differ
ent threads that arc connected by their discon
nectedness co stasis. 

These videos were made either before or after 
the 'hand over'. In some ways, this theme is per
vasive, if nor in the films then in the way in 
which we will watch and make sense of them. 
The granite gray skies of that wet July day in 
1997 may have replaced the enduring images of 
exotic hybrids, British imperial jcwds and mar
tial art films, bur ir is images that shuffle off and 
disappear, nor cities. These works reveal HK 
transforming through the rainbow of memory 
and the exigency of speed and need. They arc 
ephemeral, personal paintings in time with lirtlc 
attempt co capture the whole. 

Mr Salmon is a dazzling animated symphony of 
salmon swimming up river and across sushi bars. 
Ir is vibrantly tcxrural and colourful. It could be 
an urban metaphor for swimming against the 
flow of history as a vital death impulse only co 
become an appetizing visual ddighr for video 
voyeurs. 

The ingredients of Hong Kong's rulrural hybrid
ity arc far more potent than just Western mod
ernism or traditional Chinese narratives. The 
vitality of HK is the piquancy of innumerable 
rulrural influences. Fuelled by hyper internation
alism, ir resists homogenisation in the drive for 
new taSCc experiences. 

Exquisite video techniques arc common co all 
these works. This manifests the "survival myth" 
of Hong Kong: life springs from hybrid fusion. 
Dave Hung's UM entrances with modem prim
itivisr images set co the incredible driving 
rhythm of the Balinese kctjak chant. Traditional 
grotesque hybrids flicker in a ccasdcss dance of 
erotic transformation in this sublime appropria
tion of the trance chant. 

Urban repulsion is combined with morbid fuci
nacion with the city. This makes for an uncanny 
contemplation in the video format .. There is an 
obsession with morion and different forms of 
communication and transportation along roads, 
footpaths, depoliticised landscapes, internet sires 
and city sights. The new flancur in HK experi
ences detached contemplation at high speed. 

"The road is the same every day. But could I still 
rccognizc ir tomorrow??" 
The drive time of Makin Fung's Hong Klftg 
Road Movie was exhilarating-my personal 

favourite. It combined a roaming road video 
with a memorial co the personalised passage of 
time in HK, global internee and email inrerf.ices 
and non-stop rcxruality. This ddicatc diary with 
endless road signs and screen directions about 
movement, roads, politics and change was 
incredibly inventive. A virruoso display of the 
potential of the screen-split and layered in 
amazing configurations with a ceaseless polyph<r 
ny of motion. Any stillness was surprising. The 
personal became vital. The work was rhythmic 
and taetilc. This was total screen art and a tiger's 
leap imo the furure. 

In Frederic Lichsrensrcin's OM Minu~ Projm 
an agitated eye peers through its vciny mem
brane at us. A disrurbing offer. A different way 
of looking-both for the eye looking out and 
for us looking in on the eye. The challenge for 
us is to look at this eye with disinterest. To look 
ar HK and nor sec a reflection of our cities in its 
myriad mirrored skyscrapers. To sec something 
new and as ycr unnarned. 

All of the SelfMatk films arc srartling in their 
originality of vision and ~dincss to use the 
video medium in fresh and unprcdietablc ways. 
They explode the potential for re-viewing screen 
space and the texture of editing. The excess of 
speed. information and image flows did nor cre
ate a sense of clutter. These works present a 
complcrdy different cognition of space and pic
torial organisations of the moving image. Ir must 
be the rhythm of moving ficcly in small evcr
changing spaces. Discordant frames within 
frames. layers across frames in pcrpcrual motion 
create an unpredictable harmony of vision. Their 
highly personalised cssayism reveals new ways of 
seeing that will nor disappear in the furure 
rebuilding. 

Next edition wlll appear 
Saturday September 11. 

Editors: Virginia Baxter. 
Keith Gallasch, Gail Priest 

Layout: Gail Priest 
Online editor: Kirsten Krauth 
Thanks to Maryanne Lynch and 
Linda Carron 
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